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IKTRODUCTION

A contract was tntartd into on October 13, 1952 

between Geophysical Explorationa Limited of Toronto and 

Copper Prince Minus Limited, alao of Toronto, thereby 

the geophysical company undertook to make a geophyBioal 

survey of a group of claims held by the nining company 

near Falconbridge in the Sudbury diatrlot of Ontario. 

This contract was amended by an exchange of letters 

dated Nov. 14th, 1952 to Copper Prince Kinea and Not. 

20th, 1952,to Geophysical Explorations Ltd. thereby the 

magnetic survey was extended to cover additional olaiaa. 

Under these agreements an electrical survey was carried 

out on 17 claims, and a magnetic survey on 5 of the 17 

claims.

For the electrical aurvey, the spontaneous 

polarization method was employed, which depends upon 

observing the electrical currents spontaneously generated 

by sulphide bodies. Detailed electrical observations were 

carried out on portions of three of the claims,

The field observations were conducted by J. H, 

Evans, field engineer for Geophysical Exploration! Ltd,
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He arrived at.the property on Oct. 15th and completed the 

surrey on Dec. 12th, 1952,

Electrical reactions indicative of sulphide 

deposits were observed in the central and western portions 

of claim S 51303 extending into the eastern portion of 

claim S 52307 and thg northeastern portion of claim S 52306. 

The magnetic observations indicated that sone of the sul 

phide deposits thus outlined would contain pyrrhotite, and
r, . , . '

that some of the deposits would, be lacking in the magnetic 

variety of pyrrhotite.

The geological Information entered on the 

accompanying maps was derived from a geological map by 

w. Hammerstrom, kindly furnished to us by Copper Prince 

Mines Limited. The diamond drill data shown were also 

furnished by the mining company.

This introduction is followed by a chapter in 

which descriptions are given of the geophysical methods 

employed. This in turn is followed by a chapter des 

cribing the results obtained, the interpretations thereof, 

and the recommendations for further exploration by diamond 

drilling.

Four maps are bound In the back of this report.
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SPONTANEOUS POLARIZATION TECHNIQUE

Concentrations of sulphide minerals oan readily 

be dleooverod by geophysical methods, under suitable cir 

cumstances, because auoh deposits spontaneously aasuae an 

electrical polarity. This eleotrioal polarity is a result 

of electro-chemical reactions identical vith those xhioh 

take place in a galvanic cell. These reactions produce an 

electric current from the galvanic cell, and produce an 

electric current from most sulphide bodies. The essentials 

for this reaction consist of a aetallio conductor in con 

tact with contrasting electrolytes, or two different oatals 

bathed In one electrolyte. The generation of a strong 

current therefore requires one or nore metallic conductors 

In contact ulth one or more electrolytes. The metallic 

conductors commonly encountered in nature are moot of the 

sulphide s, the manganese oxides pyrolusite and psilomelane, 

graphite and anthracite coal (but not bituminous coal). 

Not ell sulphides are metallic conductors, and the general 

rule is that those sulphide/ -which possess metallic lustre 

will elso possess metallic conductivity. Sphalerite is 

therefore not a metallic conductor. The only exception 

that I knox of to the above rule is stibnite, which is a 

non-conductor in spite of its metallic lustre. The pres 

ence of non-conductive sulphides in t mineral body does 

not inhibit the conductive ones from reacting in the 

normal manner.
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A metallioly conductive mineral body is usually 

surrounded by somewhat aoid ground moisture near the sur 

face, the acidity of xhioh may be due to the carbonic aoid 

formed from carbon dioxide of atmosphere and humus, and 

especially to sulphuric acid resulting from the oxidation 

of sulphide minerals. This acid moisture will usually show 

a low pH figure, as low as l to 3 where sulphides ore under 

going active oxidation. At depth, the electrolytes are of 

neutral or alkaline character, with a higher pH figure 

commonly in the neighborhood of 7.5 or 8. It is these 

solutions of contrasting pH in contact with a metallic con 

ductor, that produce the current.

The current which is generated by the electro 

chemical reactions described above, flows down the sulphide 

mass, out into the country rook wherein it passes to the 

surface and completes the circuit by returning to the apex 

of the sulphide body. Over the apex, at the surface of the 

ground, there is thus produced an area of electrical activity 

within which the potentials (voltages) may register as high 

as several hundred millivolts (l millivolt equals 0.001 volt),

There is an interesting corollary to this electro 

chemical phenomenon which deserves attention by geologists. 

The flow of current generated by the reactions described is 

such as to reduce the contrasts which give it birth. Thus, 

metallic ions are liberated at the points of inflow of 

current to the metallic body. These ions may be hydrogen, 

or they may be metals. The presence of such metals as
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native oopper In gossan n&v be the result of thta notion. 

At the other end of the battery, where the currents fIon 

out of the conductive body, oxygen ions are released. The 

nascent oxygen thus produced nay account for some of the 

phenomena of deep oxidation, occasionally observed in sul 

phide bodies, far below the water table.

For a mineralized body to produce the above des 

cribed potentials, it is necessary for it to offer a prac 

tically continuous path of electrically conductive sul 

phides for the passage of the current. This usually re 

quires a total conductive sulphide content of approximately 

5# or more (sphalerite, stibnite, and cinnabar are non 

conductors, and therefore do not contribute to the 

reaction). If the percentage falls below this figure, the 

potentials generated are usually weak, but oases are known 

where much lower percentages have given interpretable re 

actions. The sulphide mass oust also extend from a region 

where the ground moisture is told (near the surface), to a 

region where it is less acid, or neutral or alkaline (deeper 

down in the rook formations), since it is the contrasting 

electrolytes, reacting with the metallic conductor, which 

generate the current. Therefore, if the sulphides occur 

in small pockets, gash veins, or otherwise exhibit but a 

short vertical extent, the potentials generated ara weaker, 

and are confined to a narrow zone. Deep overburden reduces 

the potentials observable at the surface, and spreads the 

activity over a wider area. Under normal circumstances,
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a well-mineralized body can b* detected b/ Ita alaotrloal 

reactions if it a apex ooaaa within about 300 or 400 ft. of 

tha surface.

Blaotrioal resistivity Methods, in which an alaotrio 

current from an outside aouroe la paaaad through tha ground 

in ordar to aeaaura the raaiatanoaa of the aub-aoil foraa- 

tions, hava sometimes baen usad to proapaot for sulphides, 

but ara not aa diraot as tha apontanaoua polarization tech 

nique. They also auffar from the somewhat similar, and 

sometimes oonfualng effects of strongly conductive ahear 

tone e* For this reason, tha spontaneous polarization aethod 

is to be preferred in prospecting for sulphide Mineralization, 

except beneath lake waters, in which case tha resistivity 

method must be employed.

Appropriate apparatus la used to aake a systematic 

study at the surface of the ground, or in drifts and cross 

cuts, of the naturally occurring electrical potentials; 

where unusually strong potentials ere observed at the sur 

face, the presence of underlying sulphides is indicated. 

Where strong potentials ara observed underground, sulphides 

may be anticipated close by, and a detailed study in tha 

immediate vicinity nay yield data indicating the direction 

in which the causative mass lias.

The results of tha flaid observations nay be de 

picted in several ways, two of which are usually adopted.
•it

In the first plaice, the readings obtained along 'a given 

line of measurements are plotted opposite the corresponding
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observation station. The negative potentials art plotted 

up, so that the resulting pBoflle rises to a peak at the 

stations over the apex of the body generating the current. 

Where a aeries of suoh profiles have been read at close 

Intervals, they nay be used to draw a oontour nap of the 

electrical activity. This nap shows, In plan, the distri 

bution of the electrical current by a system of equipoten 

tial lines. Each suoh line Joins all points showing the 

same electrical potential, and Is thus a "contour line" 

of electrical activity.

While It is not possible to distinguish what kinds 

of sulphides are responsible for generating the electrical 

activity thus mapped, the method Is valuable for indicating 

the locations for putting down trenches, spotting drill 

holes, or driving drifts or cross-cuts in order to de 

termine the type of sulphide mineralization, its value, 

and tonnage. In this manner money can be saved by elimin 

ating useless exploration of barren areas, end further 

efforts can be directed at the most promising locations 

with the least waste of tine, effort and money. Of still 

greater importance la, - that deposits which might other 

wise never be discovered, can readily be revealed by this 

technique.
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MAGNETIC TECHNIQUE

Magnetic methoda of geophysical exploration rely 

upon making delicate measurements, at tha earth's surface, 

of alight variations in the atrength of the earth's aag- 

natio field. Where tha sub-surface formationa contain such 

naturally nagnetio minerals as nagnetita or pyrrhotite, tha 

resulting increase in the strength of tha magnetic field, 

obserrable at tha surface, ia quite pronounced. Except 

where these ninerale ara present in appreciable amounts, 

hovever, tha affect is not strong, but different rook 

formations nevertheless have their oharaotaristio influence 

upon the earth's magnetic field. In general, the basic 

rooks and ferruginous sediments, characterized by high 

magnetic permeability, produce an apparent increase in nag 

netio attraction in their vicinity. 3uoh formations are 

called paramagnetic. On ihe other hand, rocks high in 

silica or calcite usually have tha reverse effect, and pro 

duce a decrease in the atrength of tha surrounding magnetic 

field. Such formations ara called diamagnetic.

By taking suitable observations, systematically 

arranged, it is poeaibla to measure the variations in tha 

atrangth of the earth's magnetic field from place to place. 

The resultant picture ia purely of how the earth's magnetic 

field varies within the area explored, and it then be 

comes necessary to correlate these variations with what ia 

known of the geology of tha area, and with the formationa
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which nay be expected beneath the overburden. The appli 

cation of the principles described above must be nade with 

discrimination, because oondltiona may arise Khioh will 

upset preconceived Judgments as to the effects of given 

formations. Any magnetic anomaly oust be interpreted in 

the light of available geological data before deciding upon 

its significance. . ,

In general, it nay be said that the aagnetio 

technique is efficacious, aaong other things, for tracing 

igneous-eediaentary contacts,, for following faults where 

the fault has displaced rooks of differing aagnetio 

characteristics, for locating concealed Igneous intrusions, 

and for discovering deposits of suoh magnetic minerals as 

magnetite and pyrrhotite. It should be noted, however, that 

more and more oases are being discovered of bodies of 

pyrrhotite which are practically non-magnetic. The absence 

of a magnetic reaction can therefore not be interpreted to 

mean the absence of pyrrhotite. In other words, it is some 

times impossible to discover pyrrhotite from the results of 

a magnetic survey.

The instruments usually employed for measuring 

variations in the magnetic field are of the Schmidt magnetic 

balance type. In these, the effects of the magnetic field 

are recorded by the deflections of a magnetic needle mounted 

on knife edges to swing in a vertical plane. The magnitudes 

of the deflections are translated into gammas, a unit of 

magnetic measurement roughly equal to 1760,000th of the
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earth'a Magnetic field. The ae raines nay then be plotted 

aa magnetic profile B, arid lihefce a number of magnetic tra 

verses have been run at close Intervals, the pointe of 

equal magnetic intensity aay be joined by magnetic contoure, 

called "ieogaaa". A plan nap of the iaogana then deplete, 

like a contour map, the variations in magnetic intenaity 

within the area surveyed. It should be noted that when using 

instruments of thlu type for aagnetio prospecting, it la not 

the total strength of the earth's field which la recorded 

and mapped, but the variations in that field referred to 

an arbitrarily chosen datum station.

The magnetic results, plotted either aa profiles 

or isogamB, will then depict the variations in magnetic 

intensity, as influenced by the formations beneath the linea 

of observations. As a rule, the basic rooks and ferruginous 

sediments will produce higher readings, and the acid rooks, 

quartzite, sandstone and limestone will produce lower read- 

Ings. Mineral formations containing suoh highly magnetic 

substances as magnetic pyrrhotite and magnetite will usually 

be characterized by particularly high readings. This phen 

omenon makes the magnetic method useful for checking elec 

trical surveys on sulphide deposits to determine which one a 

may contain pyrrhotite, provided, the pyrrhotite is magnetic.

In the discussion above, the statement is made 

that pyrrhotite la not always magnetic, and that aa geo 

physical work is applied on an ever broadening scale, nora 

and more cases are discovered in which the pyrrhotite la of
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DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

The claims designated for geophysical survey Ile 

in falconbridge township, Ranges II and III, Lots 5, 6 

and 7, and consist of claims 8 52069, 3 51548, S 52070, 

S 52071, S 51549, S 51303, S 52307, S 25731, S 51550, 

S 51304, S 52306, S 25668, S 58007, S 56015, S 56017, 

3 56016 and S 56018. All of these olains were designated 

for electrical survey, but magnetic observations were 

conducted only on olains 8 51549, S 51303, S 52307, the 

north half of S 52306, and the south portions of claims 

S 52071, S 52070 and S 51548.

In the north block of 12 claims, profile lines 

previously out for an earlier electro-magnetic survey were 

utilized in the present work. New lines were out in the 

south block of 5 claims. All these lines were et 200 ft. 

intervals. New lines were out for detail work, half way 

between the old lines, thus giving a line Interval of 

100 ft. in the area covered by detail observations, on 

claim S 51303 and on portions of claims S52307 and 

8 52306. Four base lines were established, to whieh 

.observation* along the profile lines could be referred. 

The base lines wer* run east and west, and the profile 

lines north and south. Base line A coincide s with the 

range line between Ranges II and III and constitutes the 

south boundary of claims S 51549 to S 25731 and the north 

boundary of claims S 51550 to 8 25668. Base line B
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corresponds to the north boundary of claims S 51548 to 

S 52071 and the south boundary of claim Q 52069. Base line 

O is the south boundary of claims S 5800? and 8 56015 and 

the north boundary of claims 8 56016 and S 56017. Base 

line D is the south boundary of the last two claims 

mentioned above and the north boundary of claim S 56018. 

the profiles were numbered east and west from the lot lint

between lots 6 and 7, which constitutes the vest-boundary
., , .' - ' ' -; - . 

of claims S 52069 to S 51504 and the east boundary of

claims S 52071 to S 52306. The profile along this line 

was numbered Oj those east of it were numbered 2 E, AE, 

etc. indicating they were 200 ft. and AOO ft. respectively 

east of the O line, while those west of it were numbered 

2 w, A W, etc. Observations were taken along the pro 

files at 50 ft. intervals, except that a 25 ft. interval 

was used on the detail electrical profiles, l E to 9 E 

and l w to 3 W, as well aa along portions of some of the 

even numbered profiles in this area. The plan of the 

survey is shown on Figs, l and 2, bound in the back of 

this report.

The plan of the survey, shown on tho accompanying 

maps, is based upon the plan submitted for the earlier, 

electro-magnetic survey, and is an idealized system of 

line lay-out. It should be noted that observations made 

in the field indicated that some of the lines may be 

expected to deviate from this idealized scheme.

To facilitate correlating the present geophysical
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ra suits fron the earlier, diaaond drill findings, the old 

diamond drill base line is shown on Fig. l, together with 

the locations of the drill holes previously put down. It 

will be observed that most of the old drilling was con 

ducted in an area which the electrical survey indicates 

lies principally east of, and outside the area of 

ainoralization, ^although the drilling does overlap sone-
*- f

what into the eastern end of the mineralized zone.

The electrical survey-on the southern block of 5" -* -' ' ' * -' ' ' } 
claims, the results of which are shown on Fig. 2, revealed

only weak and scattered zones of electrical activity, 

with one isolated spot yielding a reaction of slightly 

over 200 mvs. the recruits indicate the presence of very 

thinly disseminated sulphides in the bedrock, with one 

email pocket of heavier mineralization which yielded the 

strong electrical reaction. This pocket is too snail in 

size to be of interest, and the other, weak reactions 

indicate sulphides of too low a percentage to be of im 

portance. Therefore, no further investigation of this 

block of 5 claims is warranted. It should be kept in 

aind, however, that the geophysical aethod s have a depth 

limitation, in this case about 300 ft., and therefore no 

opinion can be expressed as to what night be found at 

depths considerably greater than that.

On Fig. l, reactions of high intensity and interest 

are recorded. The ares wherein they were observed lies 

between profiles 14 W and 14 K, extending about 1,400 ft.
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north of base line A and about 300 ft. south thereof. 

Within this area there we cumeroug zone* wherein the 

potential values rise over 200 ova., sometine a to a 

maximum of nearly 450 BVB, Most of the reaotions are 

found in the range of 200 ovf.to 350 rnvs, however, in 

dicative of fairly heavy sulphide mineralization. The
- ' , ; *' ", ' 'Y ' : ••

equipotential'contours oan'be expected to iridleata' the 

general strike of the underlying sulphide bodies, and by
r * *.

their own extension in length to give a relative idea of 

the lengths of the causative lenses or veins.

The elongation of the equipotential contours shown 

on Fig. l, strikingly demonstrates two pronounced trends. 

The clearest trend is along a northeast-southwest strike, 

with another, less clearly narked one very nearly at 

right angles to the first. There are actually two zones, 

nearly parallel, which follow the northeasterly trend and 

lie about 800 ft. to 1,000 ft. apart. The area of strongest 

and moat interesting electrical reactions is where the 

northwest trend intersects the two northeast ones t

The strongest northeast trend crosses base line 

A in the zone between profiles l w and 8 V. The 

mineralized zone in this vicinity la roughly outlined by 

the 200 BBV. contour which extends froa a point about 150 

ft. south of the base line on profile 8 W, one thousand 

feet in a northeasterly direction to profile 2 K, 350 ft. 

north of the base line. It is within this zone that the 

highest reaction, of nearly 450 nvs. was recorded at ***i
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foldjvharein heavy to aaiaive sulphide a vtr* expoaed, Three, 

short drill hoi* a bad bt an pu" down in thia ara a, but they 

ara far from adequate to taat tba mineral boar ing poeaibilitee 

hara. Several sulphide lenses ara indicated here, arranged 

an echelon and cutting tba main trand at a alight angle, 

T ha aoutharnaoat lana liaa within tba 200 av, contour ax- 

tending froo profile 6 w, 150 ft. aoutb of tba baaa line 

to the vicinity of tba intersection of the baaa line with 

profile 2 W, The nortbarnmoat lana la probably a email 

pocket on profile 4 w, 400 ft, north of the baae line. Three 

other lanaea are distributed between theee two, ae indicated 

by the centers of strong reaotlona on profiles l W, 2 W and 

l E. Theee electrical oentera lie within the quartzite, aa 

shown on Banner strom 'a geological nap.

SOBS 1,000 ft, to tba northeaat of the above des 

cribed area of electrical reactions there la another area 

of leaa intense activity, marked by 200 mv, oontoura on 

profiles A S, 6 S, 7 E and 8 K, Theaa apparently lie in an 

area of conglomerate and the atrength and extant of the 

electrical reaotlona la auoh aa to indicate weaker sulphide 

ainerallzation In aoaewhat nore aoattared bod le a. It la in 

thia area that the northwest trend, previously mentioned, 

intaraeeta the northeast trend now under, diaouasipn.

The northwesterly trand, Juat mentioned, la wall 

outlined by the elongation of the 150 mv, contour which 

parallels tba old dianond drill baaa line as far ecu t h- 

aaat aa the old drill hole e A and 5, Within thia contour
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there are cone 200 and 2^0 BV. contours whioh i&dioat* 

centers of higher sulphide content. It vill be observed 

that the sulphides intersected in the old drill holes A 

and 5 lie within, or close to the 200 nv. contour on 

profile 10 K, 500 ft. north of the base line. The sul 

phides intersected in holes 3 O, A O and 5 O lie just 

outside the 150 av. contour, but within the general area 

of electrical activity. Holes 6, A B, 5 B and 6 B failed 

to encounter sulphides, and lie outside the aain area of 

electrical activity.

The second northeasterly trend is probably marked 

by rrther scattered pockets of mineralization, as indicated 

by the disconnected character of the centers of electrical 

activity. They lie along a strike which extends from 

profile 12 V, 650 ft. nortt of the base line, 1,100 ft. 

northeasterly to profile 2 W, 1,200 ft. north of the base 

lino. Reactions of 200 avs, to something over 300 avs. 

were recorded, but appear to *o,cur. in isolated patohes. 

Detail work in this area would probably have modified 

the picture only a little, and was actually scheduled, 

but bad weather prevented carrying it out.

The northeasterly trend just described would 

intersect the northwesterly one previously mentioned, 

in the vicinity of profile 2 E, some 1,AOO ft. north of 

the base line. It is between this point of intersection 

and the intersection of the first northeasterly trend with 

the northwesterly one, that one of the nost interesting

\\
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areas of electrical activity wae discovered. It lias be 

tween profiles 2 W and 5 B, in the area 800 ft. to 1,300 

ft, north of the base lint. Three or four separate, north 

easterly striking trends are observed in this zone, narked 

by potentials of 250 ara*  and over. Lenses of fairly

heavy sulphides may be expected to underlie -this zone of
i . ' p ' . , ' 'i

electrical activity, which again occurs in the quartzite. 

Three old drill hole a, 6 O, 7 C and 9 C had previously 

been drilled for short dist anos a, but in eaoh cass were 

pointed the wrong way to find any sulphide mineralization 

aa now electrically indicated.

The magnet lo map, Fig. 3, offers sons interesting 

comparisons and contrasts with the electrical results de 

picted on Pig. 1. In carrying out the magnetic field 

work, base stations were established on base line A at the 

intersections of profiles 8 V, A E and 16 E. The base 

at 8 W was first established, and the subsidiary bases 

at 4 E and 16 K were tied to It. Check readings were taken 

at one of the bases at two hour Intervals, and corrections 

made accordingly for diurnal variations. No corrections 

were made for temperature changes, as the instrument 

employed (Sharpe magnetometer) la temperature compensated. 

In contouring the profiles, a broad area of flat magnetic 

relief, particularly prominent in the northwest and north 

east portions of the magnetic survey area, was arbitrarily 

chosen aa the zero, or datum to which the contour valuta 

would be referred. Dividing these two art as of minor
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magnetic relief, there it a cone therein the observed 

magnetic reactions are ?erjr strong.

The zone of increased magnetic intensities corres 

ponds, in rough outline, to the zone of spontaneous polari 

zation reactions, although there are differences in detail 

which are quite significant. An outstanding feature of 

the magnetic contours is the proainent northeasterly trend 

of magnetic highs which extends froa profile 10 W, 350 ft, 

south of the base line, northeasterly to profile 14 B, 

1,600 ft. north of the base line, and beyond out of the 

area of the aagnetio survey. This trend is narked by a 

number of centers of magnetic activity which, individually, 

clo not show great over-all continuity.

The above mentioned northeasterly magnetic trend 

is the most prominent one on the aap, but two subsidiary 

ones, approximately parallel thereto, are also observable. 

One of these lie e across profiles 10 W to 6 W, 600 ft. to 

1,150 ft, north of the base line. This is the only clear 

out magnetic indication of the parallel trend at this 

location, which was also picked up on the electrical oon- 

tours. The second subsidiary trend lies southeast of the 

main one, at a distance of some 1,200 ft. It occurs in 

the southeast corner of the magnetic survey area, and is 

marked by a scattering of magnetic contours, mostly of 

250 gamma values but going as* high an 1500 gammas. The 

high values occur only as isolated spots and indicate very 

local magnetic attraction. This trend is not clearly
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discernible in the electrical contours.

The northwesterly trend, discussed in connection 

with the spontaneous polarisation results, is also evident 

on the magnetic aap. As in the case of the electrical 

contours, the outlines of this trend are less distinct 

than are thoae of th* main northeasterly trend, but a 

general tendency for the magnetic centers to be distri 

buted along a northwesterly band la evident. The axis 

of this alignment may be said to extend from the 1,500 

gamma contour on profile 14 E, 150 ft. north of the base 

line, to the 1,500 gamma contour on profile 4 E, 800 ft. 

north of the base line.

The above discussion emphasizes the points of 

similarity in tha contour nape of the electrical and 

magnetic survey. There are also some contrasts or 

differences which are equally significant. The most 

striking of these contracts is the lack of any significant 

magnetic reaction in the vicinity of the impressive zone 

of electrical activity extending across profiles 5 W to 5 E, 

which lies between 800 and 1,400 ft. north of the base line. 

The minor electrical reactions cutting across profiles 

12 W to 2 W, between 650 ft. and 1,200 ft. north of the 

base line, are also unaccompanied, with one exception, by 

any significant magnetic reaction. On the other hand 

the strong magnetic reactions on profile 14 E, 150 ft. 

north of the base line, on profile 22 E, 500 ft, north of 

the base line, and the minor zones of magnetic activity
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In thi* general araa, art In a son* where th* spontaneous 

polarization r*aotlona are unlnpresaive. No opinion oan 

be expressed a* to whether or not the aagnetlo reaction 

on profile 12 E, 1,400 ft. north of the base line, would 

be aarked by strong electrical potentials, beoauae heavy 

avanp prevented making electrical observations In that 

Immediate area. By the time the magnetic work was carried 

out, the swanp had frozen to sone extent, and It was 

poaalble to traverse portions of It. It should be noted, 

however, that the north end of profile 12 E, on Fig. l, 

la In an area not much below a potential of 100 BVS.

The significance of the above similaritle B and 

contrasts is diaoussed below.
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lo discussing the gignificanoe of tha  laotrioal
,. ' : f

and aagnetlo result a obtained In the present surrey, one 

Important general principle should be kept In Bind. This 

principle refers to the faot that a combination of nagnatlo 

and electrical methods can frequently be used to permit a 

closer evaluation of the possible composition of the under 

lying sulphide bodies. The spontaneous polarization 

reactions arise from bodle H of sulphide minerals possessing 

metallic conductivity for electricity, while the magnetic 

reactions ara naturally caused by minerals of high 

magnetic permeability. The only common sulphide which 

exhibits ferromagnetism (strong magnetic attraction) Is 

pyrrhotite, and it should be parenthetically remarked 

that more and more oases are being observed where pyrrhotite 

is actually non-magnetic) in the following discussion we 

shall refer only to the magnetic variety of pyrrhotite. 

With these phenomena in mind, it is evident that at those 

locations yielding both electrical and magnetic reactions, 

the causative sulphides can be expected to carry magnetic 

pyrrhotite. Where electrical reactions are recorded, but 

no magnetic ones, the causative sulphide bodies can be 

expected to lack magnetic pyrrhotite. Where magnetic 

reactions alone are observed, the causative magnetic 

material musw be something other than pyrrhotite, pre 

sumably magnetite. The presence of magnetite mixed with
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•ulphidea o oxi la alio gift ria* to magnetic r* ae t Ion s which
1 * -*

coincide with electrical on*a, and thue Bight lead to t h* 

erroneous deduction that pyrrhotite waa reaponalble for 

the magnetic and electrical reactions. With due regard 

to this last named exception, It nevertheless remains true 

that a combination of the two methods can be expected 

normally to yield some information aa to the character 

of the concealed sulphide depoaita.

Applying the abo?e reasoning to the resulta sub 

mitted on Figs, l and 3, it becomes evident that the 

sulphide deposits lying along the main northeasterly 

trend, extending from profile 8 W, 150 ft. south of the 

base line, northeasterly in the direction of profile 14 E, 

1,600 ft, north of the base line, are characterized by 

mineral deposits carrying a magnetic mineral, probably 

pyrrhotite. In view of what la known of the sulphide 

occurrences in this area, it seems probable that the 

sulphide iepoalts will consist of pyrrhotite with some 

admixture of either pyrite or chalcopyrite, or both. 

The same deduction applies to the northwesterly trend in 

that section lying between profile 10 E, A50 ft. north 

of the base line, northwesterly to profiles 4 E to 7 K 

between 700 ft. and 1,000 ft. north of the base line.

The end of the last named zone, lying across 

profile k E to 7 K, marks the intersection of the main 

northwest and northeast trends. Northwest of thia Inter 

section, a change oooura In the mineralization. The
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interesting araa of elaotrioal reactions which extends 

800 ft. froa profil* 3 V to 5 K, between 800 ft. and 1,400 

ft, north of the baa* lin*, is characterized by a Barked 

lack of aagnetio reaotiona. Froa this it la to ba con 

cluded that tha underlying oauaatlvt aulphida bodla e ara 

nearly completely lacking in magnetic pyrrhotite* Thay 

would thus b* eithar pyrita or ohaloopyrita, or a aixtura 

of the two, on tha baaia of xhat ia known of tha 

mineralization in thia area.

The minor, weakly narked northeaaterly electrical 

trend extending aoroaa profiles 12 W to 2 W fron 650 ft. to 

1,200 ft. north of the base line, ia characterized by 

almost a complete lack of Magnetic reactions. The causative 

mineralization nay therefore be expected to consist largely 

of pyrite or chalcopyrite. At one point, however, there 

is a aagnetlo reaction, on profile 8 V, 1,100 ft. north 

of the baae line. Here, both electrical and magnetic 

reaotiona are fairly strong, but are of Halted extent j 

therefore, a small pocket of aineralization carrying 

pyrrhotite and possibly other sulphide a, may ba expected 

to underlie thia point.

In the southeast portion of claim Q 51549 there 

are a nuaber of centers of aagnetlo activity, previously 

referred to, which occur in an area where electrical 

reaotiona are lacking or are noticeably weak. The 

magnetic contours faintly indicate a northeaat trend, and 

the indications aay therefore be expected to correspond to
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looal concentrations of Magnetite tilth only occasional 

and very weakly disseminated sulphides.

Reference baa previously been made to a strong 

magnetic Indication, lying In the main northeasterly 

trend, and extending fron profile 10 fi, 1 ,300 ft. north 

of the base line, to profile l A fc, 1,600 fjk, north of the 

base line. An insufficient number of electrical observa 

tions nere taken in this vicinity to show whether this 

center of nagnetio activity is caused by sulphides or by 

magnetite. Since it lies on the main trend which Is 

characterized by sulphide mineralization, it day be pre 

sumed to be underlain by sulphide mineralization. This 

presumption IB strengthened by the fact that on the same 

strike, there is a center of 200 mv. electrical activity 

on profile 22 E, 2,650 ft. north of the base line. The 

magnetic indication is therefore worth drilling. The 

electrical center near the north end of profile 22 E is, 

however, too small to warrant further interest. It does 

suggest that the trend continues in that direction, and 

if there is another, corresponding structure crossing it 

further north, or further south, such aa the northwesterly 

trend on claim S 51303, another center of mineralization 

might be discovered.

In the above discussion attention has been called 

to several trends of magnetic and electrical contours, 

related to mineralization as geophysioally predicted in 

the underlying bedrock. While no firm conclusions can be
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air i Y* d at, in th* absence of underground investigation, 

concerning th* origin and control of these trendt, it

 ay nevertheless prove useful to atteupt to correlate 

the* with available geological data in the area. To begin

*ith, the nain northeasterly trend it the most olear out 

of those depicted on Figs, l and 3* It is therefore pro 

bable that the causative aineralization lies along a veil 

defined fracture zone. The subsidiary trends which 

parallel this one probably lie in local, parallel fracture 

zones of less iaportanoe, and which probably did not reach 

the aain source of mineralization.

The northwesterly trend, although quite evident, 

is not as clearly defined as the naln northeasterly one. 

Furthermore, a good many of the contours within this 

zone appear to take a nearly east-west direction instead 

of one parallel to the trend itself. Thin pattern leads 

one to -suspect that the causative sulphide bodies here lie 

within a shear zone, and occur en echelon in fractures 

cutting the main trend of the zone at an angle. On the 

magnetic map, the northwesterly trend, as outlined by the 

magnetic contours, appears to be out off abruptly where it 

intersects the northeasterly trend. On the electrical map, 

on the other hand, the cut-off is not abrupt and there is 

some evidence that the trend may continue northwest out of 

the survey area. Based on this electrical and magnetic 

evidence, it appears that the sulphides carrying 

pyrrhotite lie along the northeast trend and to the

i
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southeast of it) on tba northwest trend, however, tha 

sulphide deposita will bt deficient in aagnetio pyrrhotita 

on tba northweat aide of ita intersection with tha aaln 

northaaat trend.

Tha raoorda of tha old diamond drill holes, 

furnished ua by Copper Prlnoa Mines Ltd., indicate that 

the hole a put down off tha old diaaond drill base line, on 

olalaa S 51503 and S 51549, nearly all encountered sheared 

or slightly sheared conglomerate, usually carrying 

scattered sulphides. Tha geophysical results and the 

diamond drill results thus point in the saae direction, 

namely that this is an area of weak shearing. The few, 

scattered holes (6 O, 7 C and 9 C) in the northwest portion 

of claim S 51303 on the other hand, recorded fractured 

quartzite, with shearing also noted in 9 C. This re 

inforces the conclusion that there is a fracture zone in 

this vicinity.

It seems reasonable to expect that the mineralization 

in these structures has travelled upward and outwards along 

the postulated fracture zones or shear zones, from tha 

norite mass which lies not far away to the north. The aap 

of tha Sudbury district which accompanied D. R. Lookhead's 

article "Sudbury - A Fabulous Treasure House" in the annual 

review issue, 1952, of tha Northern Kiner, shows a fault 

or shear zone through tha Falconbridge Mine trending in 

approximately th* direction of the northwesterly trend 

which haa bean described above. It is possible that this
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. . *Vfo atrtaotura appaari on tba aboya aantlonad *ap. nor en
•ap Mo* 4J. I) '••'"'•'••' - - '''"'W 
a 193A raport byX; a* Burron v an2T H. 'o. Riokaby of...tht
OnV Dept, of Mints) oorrttponding to tht northtastarly 
irand gaophysioallyAOQtlid^d.This trand, ballarad to bt 
a minarallxad fraotvrt xont t aar tharafort rtprtstnt a 
hltharto undisoovarad fault, possibly along or oloaa to 
tha oontaot batuaan oongloaarata and quartiita. It night 
ba interpreted aa mineral deposition along a foraatlonal 
oontaot axoapt for tha faot that Haaaar8troa*s geological 
nap above that the structure passes entirely Into 
quartzite in the southwestern pottIon of olain B 51303 
and tha eaatern portions of claims s 52307 and 8 52306. 

Since the direction of this northeasterly trend, 
or prasuaad fracture zone, is such that it could not pass 
oloaa to the norite along its strike, than to hare reached 
the aouroe of mineralization it would have to dip towards 
and intersect tha norite in depth. Froa this, it would 
be logical to deduct that the aineralization could be
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expected to become htarler and aore voluminous with depth. 

Tha individual zonas of mineralization within each 

of tha principal trends which have bean described above, 

are indicated on rig. 4. Tht txttnt of tht cross 

hatching it not aeant to indicate tht width of tht
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, the nature of the sulphides, the values to be'expected 

. and ID what tonnages they occur* Ve haye also indicated 

OD thai nap the tones which we believe should be croae- 

sectioned by drilling. The furthar expansion or modifica 

tion of the program will then depend on the reaults of 

such drilling. If yalues and tonnages encountered in these

recommended drillings are, below commercial grade, further
. f - - . 

drilling for near surface airier al^L sat ion will not be ad-•* - -'. -'"-, -; ' '-" -i -' 
visable, as we have recommended investigating tha points

^ - f -'"' , f"' -where .the) baft mineralization van be .Anticipated. ; At
" ; - -.- *;! -'( ? X :,' - A .v ; - \ : .-7 . -v. '-* ' -. - ;

this stage Of tne'program, it would then be neeeasary to 
enyiaaga drilling for deeper portions of the deposit,

'V *' -' t -* : ' - i 4
beyond the range-bf'tbJ geophyaieal invaatigation techniques. 

Thia would ba a logical extension of the program, because 

the electrical and magnetic indications may well corres 

pond to the attentuated aploea of sulphide bodies which 

might carry better mineralisation and bigger tonnages., at 

depth. If the recommended cross section drilling shows 
commercial values near tha surface, then the comparatively 

shallow drilling should be extended laterally, to cut 

additional cross sections until the limits of commercial 
mineralization are established.

We suggest that each sone recommended for cross .'
. ' ' ^ .' " ' "" " - . :* ' ' -' , . ' ' '.'section drilling be investigated by a series of diamond
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.tha ttruoturas hate a northerly dip* Tba aa heli vt ehould 
be collared, to gira at least two intersections beneath
riarportantcenter of electrical aotiyity. In this Banner 
the dips of the structures in both trende can b* deterBlned. 
Vith this infprmation, the dip of the intersection of tha 
northeast vlth tha nor,thwfat trend can be calculated* .
This is an important feature, a*, it saeia reasonable to

;.-- --.. . v ff.if t J" f ' ' ' ' J
expect that tha beat be found by

i.\qi*ins^ B-doh an Anierfeotiop.^ilpwpward^s^ towardB the aourea
or

If you nould be good enough to .keep ua closely IB 

touch with tba results of your further exploration, ve 

would Ilka to correlate such results vith tha geo 

physical indication* IB tha axpaotation that tba inter 

pretations could be expanded and modifications Made IB our 

reoonnandatipBs for drilling and other exploration vork, 

to your benefit.

Respectfully subnittad

LORATIONS LIKITSD

Tab. 3,1953 6/ BbarviB F. Kelly, President
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GEOPHYSICAL EXPLORATIONS LIMITED
W rEDEftAL KULMNO - EMPIRE

TORONTO 1, CANADA

June 2, 195*

Details of Geophysical Survey on Copper Prince Minto Limit td, 
Claims NOB. 8-56016 - 17 A 18 to accompany report dated 
February 3, 1953*

Line cutting, under supervision of Percy R. Jarvis, 69 3 Lorne St .3* 
Sudbury, and J.H.Shrans, Geophysical Explorations Ltd., 
620 Federal Bldg. Toronto - 6 miles — 30 day e x A ——

Spontaneous Polarization Survey, using
Nicholls Ac Roe Potentiometer, by ,
J.H.Kvano, 496 Readings — ——— —6 days x 4 —— — - 24 v

Field plotting, drafting and report writing 2 days x 4 - 8

Total days credit ——— 152

3KOPHY.SICAL EXPLORATIONS LIMITED

per J.H.Evans,
Director
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GEOPHYSICAL SURVEY

by

SPONTANEOUS POLARIZATION TECHNIQUE

for

COPPER PRINCE MINES LTD.
TORONTO, ONTARIO 

in

FALCONBRIDGE TWP.

ONTARIO

by

GEOPHYSICAL EXPLORATIONS LTD.
TORONTO CANADA

October - December 1952

FIGURE l

Plan and Equipotential Contours 

on North Portion of Property

Scale : l"* ZOO 1

LEGEND
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BL.A Base lines

Equipotential contours of spontaneous 

polarization potentials. Interval ~ 5 0 mv. 

Depression contours
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by
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for

COPPER PRINCE MINES LTD.
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in
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ONTARIO

by

GEOPHYSICAL EXPLORATIONS LTD.
TORONTO CANADA 

October - December 1952

FIGURE 2

Plan and Equipotential Contours 

on South Portion of Property

Scale ' l"*200'
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Lines along which observations were made

BL.C Base lines

Equipotential contours of spontaneous 

polarization potentials* interval r 50 mv- 
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GEOPHYSICAL SURVEY
by

MAGNETIC TECHNIQUE 

for

COPPER PRINCE MINES LTD.
TORONTO, ONTARIO 

in

FALCONBRIDGE TWP.

ONTARIO

by

GEOPHYSICAL EXPLORATIONS LTD
TORONTO CANADA 

October - December 1952

FIGURE 3 

Isomagnetic contours
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FIGURE 4

Interpretations 8t recommendations 
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